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 Flood is one of the most dangerous natural disasters which makes a lot of damages 

every year and in recent years using the simulating model of HEC-HMS has been 

common. This is a very valid models in this filed. So, the present research tries to study 
the efficiency of HEC-HMS model in Kordan stream. In this regard, the curve number 

method and hydrograph of SCS unit is validated for the procedural model of 

Mascingam for three events of raining and flooding. One of the events was related to 
the first half and two events were related to the second half. The results of the analysis 

of sensitivity of the model have shown that the present model had the maximum 

sensitivity to the curve number parameter. In addition, the results of the measuring 
approved the results and showed that the average of the Debi difference of 

hydrographic peak was about 35.4 percent. But the Debi difference based on the 

symmetrical halfs were about 15 percent, so it can be said that using the HEC-HMS 
model had the highest efficiency in simulating the floods of the related the field for the 

symmetrical half. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Limitless use of natural sources and destroying it added the dry areas of the country and caused that the 

floods have significantly increased. In spite of all the attempts during the history by people and governments, no 

country can cover its flooding area completely. The experts of water sources always tried to find relations for 

amount of raining and resulted floods in different times. Up to now, the raining and flooding models by 

complicated and potentials for predicting the flood.  

Ashouri and colleagues (2010) used the HEC-HMS models for studying the effects of urban development 

and increasing the flood and the risks of flooding in the river of Darabad in Tehran. The data of the flood are 

obtained in different in return periods. The results showed that for each 8 percent of urban development and 

changing the application during 14 years period, 8 to 9 percent of the flood area has been increased.  

Khaligi and Sigaroudi (2001) studied the effect of changing the efficiency on the hydraulic features of   

water ate the area of Barandouzchai in West Azerbaijan state using the HEC-HMS model. The results showed 

that changing the function of the land had the highest effect on the peak of the flood and lower effect on flood 

volume.  

Thaghifian and Farazjo (2008) combined the GIS and hydrologic model of HEC-HMS tried to determine 

the productive areas of flood and prioritizing the flood capability of the hydrologic field of Golestan barrier.  

Chen and colleagues (2009) studied the scenarios of changing the function of the lands and its effect on the 

amount of floods. They considered the lands of 2002 as the base and two scenarios of the land function for 2050 

were introduced. Scenario A includes increasing the urban area from 9.2 percent to 17 percent and scenario B 

includes increasing the scenario A from 9.2 to 14 percent. Then they applied the HEC-HMS model and 7 

selected events to test the scenarios. The results of their studies show that the functional scenarios of future 

lands cause the increase of surface floods and Debi peak but the increase is related to the urban areas.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 
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The understudied Area: 

The flood area of Kordan is at 50 degree and 50 - 51 to 6 degree length and 35-05 and 36-05 width. This 

area has the extension of 1485/9 kilometer square and is located in the south of the flood at second degree of salt 

lake and east of the white river. In fact the boarder separating the salt lake and white river has separated the 

Kordan dam form Taleghan dam (figure 1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: the local condition of Kordan stream area 

 

Research Method: 

The understudied area is composed of 9 subfields and the data of the flood, raining and their analysis was 

used. First 3 cases of flood hydrographic were observed and their productive hyetograph was selected and a 

primary estimation of input parameters of HEC-HMSA model was used for simulating the flood.  The analysis 

was done at the same time of operating the project and the results can be improved through the measuring 

process. So the measuring operation was done for determining the proper amount of these parameters for 2 

events of raining and flood. In order to determine the proper parameters for measuring the model, the sensitivity 

analysis was used. Then the validity of the model was done for performing the improved parameters.  

 

Analyzing the model sensitivity compared to the parameters: 

In order to analyze the sensitivity of the model the value of the curve, primary losses and delay time in each 

area was increased and decreased and the results of the output area was studied. So the amounts of these 3 

parameters were changes from -20 percent to +20 percent by 5% intervals and its effect on Debi of the peak was 

determined. Following formula was applied:  

 

SEN is the sensitivity of the goal function due to changing the parameter's size 

New: the size of the model output due to the new parameters  
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Old: the output of the primary model  

PC: the coefficient of the changes in parameters 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The results of the sensitivity analysis of the model compared to three parameters of curve number, primary 

losses and delay time are introduced in table 1,2,3.  

Figure 2 is the changes curve of the model results for each change in three mentioned parameters. As the 

slope of the line is more, a little change in the mentioned parameters causes a lot of changes in the model result 

and in this case, model is sensitive compared to the parameter. In contrast, if the slope is less, a lot of changes in 

related parameter have a little effect on the model response and model is insensitive compared to that parameter 

(Tlory, 1997). As it can be seen in the figure below the model would have more sensitivity to the CN changes 

and so calibration is based on this parameter.  
 

Table 1: the summary of the results of the model sensitivity to the changes in parameter CN 

 
 

Table 2: summary of the model sensitivity to changes in delay time parameter 

 
 

 
Fig. 2: the changing curve of the model result for changes in curve number, primary losses and delay time 

 

In next stage calibration was done with parameters CN and the amount of CN amount was determined:  

 

 

 
Table 4: the results of calibration under the area in first half 
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The results of the reliability of HEC-HMS model: 

In order to use the model in simulation of the area, reliability should be successfully determined by the 

areas having raining-flood. The raining-flood events were divided into two groups and then the reliability of the 

model was done through performing the model with the improved parameters for the second group. If 

parameters of the model are simulated properly then the numbers of raining-flood in three areas were observed. 

One of the events was for first half of the year and two events were for second half of the year. In order to define 

the effect of application in first half of the year, the data for the first half is needed. Due to lack of data for the 

first half, the events used for calibration before were used for the second half of the year.  

In other words the raining in the first half of the year was used along with the hydrograph of the flood and a 

hydrograph was simulated for the second half of the year and then both were compared.  

About the third event was not used in any of the calibration process and was used for calibration of final 

model. In other words, it was used once for first model and once for the second model so that potentials of each 

model could be studied in predicting the hydrograph. The results are shown in the table below:  

 
Table 6: comparison of the reliability in the final model based on two events for calibration 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: comparing the hydrograph of first half and the calculated hydrograph in final model of 2
nd

 half of the 

year 
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Fig. 4: comparing the hydrograph of 2
nd

  half and the calculated hydrograph in final model of 1
st
  half of the 

year 

 
Table 7: the results of reliability for 1st half model based on third event 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: compariosn of obeserved hydrograph of seconf half with the simulated hydrograph due to using the 

symmetrical rain in 1
st
 half model 

 
Table 8: the results of reliability for 2nd half based on third event (in 2nd half)  
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Fig. 6: observed and calculated hydrograph in evaluating the model for the second half of the year and amount 

of raining in second half 

 

Conclusion and discussion: 

Studying the three parameters of curve number, primary losses and delay time has shown that the curve 

number parameter us the most sensitive parameter due to having the highest slope and so the calibration of 

model is done based on this parameter. However, the results of Soleimani (2009) and Khalighi Sigaroodi (2002) 

indicate that they considered the primary losses parameter as the most sensitive one. This difference can be due 

to differences in area condition and other parameters have less sensitivity to goal function changes in HEC-

HMS. The results of the reliability for this model in simulation behavior of Kordan water source indicated 15 

percent difference in Debi peak of the flood for the 1
st
 half which is the most important feature of the flood in 

this study. While the average of the Debi difference in observed and calculated hydrograph peak of the model 

based on different halves is about 35.4 percent.  

So, performing the HEC-HMS model is approved with proper potential in simulating the Debi peak of the 

flood in the studied area. Since the curve number is a very important hydrologic parameter in this area, it is 

suggested that this parameter is calibrated in modeling different and similar fields.  
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